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Preface 

 

The objective of this report is to understand the facts and statistics, the overall working 

environment of, and the stakeholders involved with the migrant domestic workers in Taiwan. 

 

Humanity Research Consultancy is dedicated to the improvement of human and labour rights, 

globally. This report is part of our work to promote migrant labour standards and to raise 

awareness of the related issues in Taiwan. 
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Term List/Terminology 
 

 

Term in English 

Term in the  

original language  

(Chinese) 

 

Definition 

Executive Yuan 行政院 The executive branch of the gov-

ernment of Taiwan 

Legislative Yuan 立法院 The legislative branch of the gov-

ernment of Taiwan 

Respite Care 喘息服務 A care service provided to caregiv-

ers aiming at providing temporary 

relief for caregivers 

 

 

 

Abbreviations 

 

CMS 

HMISC 

HWC 

LCC 

MDWs 

MENT 

MOL 

MWCD 

NGO 

PAHSA 

TIWA 

VMWIO 

Care Management System 

Grants and Immigrants Service Centre 

Hope Workers’ Centre 

The Presbyterian Church in Taiwan Labour Concern Centre 

Migrant Domestic Workers 

Migrants Empowerment Network 

Ministry of Labour 

Migrant Workers’ Concern Desk 

Non-governmental Organisation 

Promoting Alliance for Household Service Act  

Taiwan International Workers’ Association 

Vietnamese Migrant Workers and Immigrants Office 
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Picture 1: Domestic work most   

often involves daily chores like 

cleaning, apart from other works 

that may involve care work 
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1. Background 
 

 

 

1.1 Who are These Workers? 
 

Migrant domestic workers (MDWs) refer to workers moving to another country or region to 

improve their material or social conditions and enhance the prospect for themselves or their 

family, engaged in a working relationship, performing in or for a household or households.1  

 

According to the statistics published by The Ministry of Labour (MOL), there are 231,572 

domestic workers among the total of 713,933 migrant workers in Taiwan as of the end of 

March 20212, which takes up 32.4% of the number of migrant workers in Taiwan. Nonetheless, 

MDWs account for 56.5% of the undocumented migrant workers in Taiwan, and the percent-

age of them escaping from their employers is more than three times greater than that of the 

non-migrant domestic workers.3 

 

There are two types of MDWs in Taiwan: the domestic nursing workers (caregivers) and 

the domestic helpers, and both fall under the category of social welfare migrant workers. 

The nature of these two jobs and the qualification of their employers are fundamentally 

different.  

 

The role of the employer and other details will be explained in section 3.3. 

 

 

 
1 International Labour Organisation (2021). Migrant Domestic Workers. Available at: https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/labour-migra-

tion/policy-areas/migrant-domestic-workers/lang--en/index.htm 
2 Ministry of Labour. (2021). Labour Statistics Inquiry Network. Available at: 

https://statdb.mol.gov.tw/evta/JspProxy.aspx?sys=220&ym=11003&ymt=11003&kind=21&type=1&funid=wq1401&cycle=41&out-

mode=0&compmode=0&outkind=11&fld1=1&fld25=1&rdm=lqeo2xdp 
3 Ministry of the Interior, National Immigration Agency Republic of China (Taiwan). (2021). Available at: 

https://www.immigration.gov.tw/5385/7344/7350/8943/?alias=settledown&sdate=201901&edate=201906 

As of March 2021, 11.6% of migrant domestic workers and migrant nurses (including both domestic nurses and nurses working at institu-

tions) had become undocumented, while the percentage of the total of undocumented migrant workers working in other industry is only 

4%. Note that the information of the separate numbers of the undocumented domestic nurses and undocumented nurses work at institu-

tions is missing, however, 93% of migrant nurses in Taiwan are domestic nurses; the percentage present in this sentence may not be com-

pletely accurate, but it does reflect the overall situation in Taiwan.  

https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/labour-migration/policy-areas/migrant-domestic-workers/lang--en/index.htm
https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/labour-migration/policy-areas/migrant-domestic-workers/lang--en/index.htm
https://statdb.mol.gov.tw/evta/JspProxy.aspx?sys=220&ym=11003&ymt=11003&kind=21&type=1&funid=wq1401&cycle=41&outmode=0&compmode=0&outkind=11&fld1=1&fld25=1&rdm=lqeo2xdp
https://statdb.mol.gov.tw/evta/JspProxy.aspx?sys=220&ym=11003&ymt=11003&kind=21&type=1&funid=wq1401&cycle=41&outmode=0&compmode=0&outkind=11&fld1=1&fld25=1&rdm=lqeo2xdp
https://www.immigration.gov.tw/5385/7344/7350/8943/?alias=settledown&sdate=201901&edate=201906
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 Domestic Nursing Worker Domestic Helper 

Job Duty Tasks related to the daily care 

of    the disabled or sick in pri-

vate households. 

Tasks related to house cleaning, 

cooking, personal care for mem-

bers in the household, or other 

related housework. 

Qualification 

of Employ-

ers4 

Only families with care recipi-

ent(s) that meet a certain set of 

qualifications are allowed to 

hire a migrant nursing worker, 

which may include recipient(s) 

reaching a certain age, being 

identified as physically or men-

tally disabled, or having a de-

mand for full-time care. 

Cases are required to be evalu-

ated by a designated hospital 

and by the central competent 

authority. 

 

Families with at least a certain 

amount of children under a cer-

tain age, and foreigners come to 

Taiwan for the purpose of work-

ing or investing, meeting one of 

the conditions based on the 

amount of the foreign capital or 

the comprehensive income tax 

this person is paying in Taiwan, 

and last year’s turnover of this 

business, are allowed to hire a 

migrant domestic helper. 

Maximum 

year of work 

According to Article 52 of the Employment Service Act, the cumula-

tive period of migrant workers working in Taiwan shall not exceed 

twelve years. Nevertheless, domestic migrant helpers who have ob-

tained permission from the Ministry of Labour with their special per-

formance through professional training or self-study may apply for 

an extension for another two years.5 

     
      Table 1. Comparison of two types of workers6 

 

Indonesia, the Philippines, and Vietnam are the main countries that send domestic workers 

to Taiwan, and over half of these workers are from Indonesia. This current trend is on account 

of the propaganda and the commercial operation of Taiwanese recruitment agencies (which 

will be further explained in section 3.2).  

 
4 The role of the employer and details will be explained in section 3.3. 
5 Laws and Regulations Database of The Republic of China (2021). Employment Service Act, Article 52. Available at: 

https://law.moj.gov.tw/ENG/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=N0090001 
6 Workforce Development Agency, Ministry of Labour (2021). Migrant worker working qualifications and regulations. Available at: 

https://www.wda.gov.tw/NewsFAQ.aspx?n=9C9CC6640661FEBA&sms=A1CA5B0D37C1A94B 

https://law.moj.gov.tw/ENG/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=N0090001
https://www.wda.gov.tw/NewsFAQ.aspx?n=9C9CC6640661FEBA&sms=A1CA5B0D37C1A94B
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 Total Indonesia The  

Philippines 

Vietnam Thailand Others 

Domestic 

Nursing 

worker 

229,961 183,649 26,663 19,285 364 0 

Domestic 

helper 

1,611 1,045 510 45 10 1 

 
      Table 2. Work profile, by type of work and nationality7 

 

The Reviewing Standards and Employment Qualifications for Foreigners Engaging in the 

Jobs Specified in Subparagraph 8 to 11, Paragraph 1 to Article 46 of the Employment 

Service Act has regulated the minimum age limit of migrant workers in Taiwan. A person 

would have to be at least sixteen years old to become a legal migrant worker8, and for the 

workers performing household services-related tasks or nursing tasks, the limitation goes up 

to twenty years old.9 

 

Most of the MDWs are female, and they are the bearer of domestic work such as childcare, 

nursing, and housework. These workers are often involved in maintaining relations and work 

in Taiwanese private households, and they may replace the traditional roles of mothers, 

daughters, and domestic work bearers in Taiwan. 

 

 

1.2 The History of Introducing Migrant Domestic Workers into Taiwan 
 
Before the first group of migrant workers was introduced into Taiwan in 1989, some corpo-

rations have already started hiring migrant workers before the legalisation to cope with the 

 
7 Labour Statistics Inquiry Network, Ministry of Labour (2021). Available at: 

https://statdb.mol.gov.tw/evta/JspProxy.aspx?sys=220&ym=10904&ymt=10906&kind=21&type=1&funid=wq1411&cycle=41&out-

mode=0&compmode=0&outkind=2&fldspc=27,2,&codspc0=0,8,&rdm=VXoAWkWk 
8 Laws and Regulations Database of The Republic of China (2021). The Reviewing Standards and Employment Qualifications for Foreigners 

Engaging in the Jobs Specified in Subparagraph 8 to 11, Paragraph 1 to Article 46 of the Employment Service Act, Article 6, clause 2. 

Available at: https://law.moj.gov.tw/ENG/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=N0090029 
9 ibid, Article 3, clause 2. 

https://statdb.mol.gov.tw/evta/JspProxy.aspx?sys=220&ym=10904&ymt=10906&kind=21&type=1&funid=wq1411&cycle=41&outmode=0&compmode=0&outkind=2&fldspc=27,2,&codspc0=0,8,&rdm=VXoAWkWk
https://statdb.mol.gov.tw/evta/JspProxy.aspx?sys=220&ym=10904&ymt=10906&kind=21&type=1&funid=wq1411&cycle=41&outmode=0&compmode=0&outkind=2&fldspc=27,2,&codspc0=0,8,&rdm=VXoAWkWk
https://law.moj.gov.tw/ENG/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=N0090029
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problem of having insufficient workers, and the government’s effort in arresting and deport-

ing the illegal migrant workers was almost in vain.  

 

In 1989, Indonesian, Malaysian, Filipino, Thai, Vietnamese, and Mongolian workers were first 

legally allowed to be employed in Taiwan, after the Taiwanese government announced that 

foreign workers are needed to fill in the spaces of the insufficient local workers due to the 

major public constructions.10 However, the regulations towards the rights and management 

of migrant workers were far from being faultless. For instance, most of the migrant workers 

being introduced into Taiwan between 1989 and 1990 are only allowed to be employed as 

workers conducting “3D (dirty, dangerous, and difficult)11” jobs, and there were insufficient 

laws and policies to regulate their working conditions, to manage the workers, and to protect 

their rights.12 The flawed regulations resulted in numerous disputes and conflicts, including 

labour exploitations, physical abuses, sexual assaults, and repatriation of workers with oc-

cupational injuries.13 The Employment Service Act that was passed in 1992 further allowed 

several industries to hire migrant workers for fifteen assigned positions. These industries 

include the textile industry, basic metal industry, metal product manufacturing industry, 

machinery equipment manufacturing and repairing industry, electricity, and electronic ma-

chinery equipment repairing industry.14 

 

Meanwhile, the government has started to issue permission for MDWs and nursery workers to 

work in Taiwan, including workers from the Philippines and Indonesia. On 1st August 2002, 

the Executive Yuan15 decided to ban the entry of Indonesian workers because they believed 

that most of them were escaping from their employers, which led to significant decrease in 

 
10 Zheng, Zhang (2015). Taiwan Should Stop Introducing Blue-Collar Migrant Workers into the Country, and This Policy Will Only Backfire, 

Common-Wealth Magazine. Available at: https://opinion.cw.com.tw/blog/profile/91/article/3080 
11 In Taiwan, 3K, which refers to Kitana, Kiken, and Kitsu in Japanese, is more commonly used than 3D. 
12 Jie-Xuan, Wang (2015). The Correlation Between International Foreign Labour Policy the Minimum Wage System. The Ministry of La-

bour. 12. Available at: https://www.mol.gov.tw/me-

dia/5758674/104%E5%B9%B4%E5%BA%A6-%E5%9C%8B%E9%9A%9B%E4%B8%8A%E5%A4%96%E7%B1%8D%E5%8B%9E%E5%B7%A5%E6%94%BF%E7%AD

%96%E8%88%87%E6%9C%80%E4%BD%8E-%E5%9F%BA%E6%9C%AC-%E5%B7%A5%E8%B3%87%E5%88%B6%E5%BA%A6%E4%B9%8B%E9%97%9C%E9%80%

A3%E6%80%A7.pdf 
13 Yu-Liam Son (2013). Exploitation in Mobilising: The Analysis of Foreign Worker Issues in Taiwan, Taiwan Human right Journal, 2 (2), 

114. 
14 South East Asia Group (2019). 30 Years After the Introduction of Migrant Workers, Scholars Call for a Change in Their Anti-Blocking Ste-

reotype, South East Asia Group. Available at: https://www.sea.com.tw/news_detail.php?sn=6646 
15 The executive branch of the Taiwan government. 

https://opinion.cw.com.tw/blog/profile/91/article/3080
https://www.mol.gov.tw/media/5758674/104%E5%B9%B4%E5%BA%A6-%E5%9C%8B%E9%9A%9B%E4%B8%8A%E5%A4%96%E7%B1%8D%E5%8B%9E%E5%B7%A5%E6%94%BF%E7%AD%96%E8%88%87%E6%9C%80%E4%BD%8E-%E5%9F%BA%E6%9C%AC-%E5%B7%A5%E8%B3%87%E5%88%B6%E5%BA%A6%E4%B9%8B%E9%97%9C%E9%80%A3%E6%80%A7.pdf
https://www.mol.gov.tw/media/5758674/104%E5%B9%B4%E5%BA%A6-%E5%9C%8B%E9%9A%9B%E4%B8%8A%E5%A4%96%E7%B1%8D%E5%8B%9E%E5%B7%A5%E6%94%BF%E7%AD%96%E8%88%87%E6%9C%80%E4%BD%8E-%E5%9F%BA%E6%9C%AC-%E5%B7%A5%E8%B3%87%E5%88%B6%E5%BA%A6%E4%B9%8B%E9%97%9C%E9%80%A3%E6%80%A7.pdf
https://www.mol.gov.tw/media/5758674/104%E5%B9%B4%E5%BA%A6-%E5%9C%8B%E9%9A%9B%E4%B8%8A%E5%A4%96%E7%B1%8D%E5%8B%9E%E5%B7%A5%E6%94%BF%E7%AD%96%E8%88%87%E6%9C%80%E4%BD%8E-%E5%9F%BA%E6%9C%AC-%E5%B7%A5%E8%B3%87%E5%88%B6%E5%BA%A6%E4%B9%8B%E9%97%9C%E9%80%A3%E6%80%A7.pdf
https://www.mol.gov.tw/media/5758674/104%E5%B9%B4%E5%BA%A6-%E5%9C%8B%E9%9A%9B%E4%B8%8A%E5%A4%96%E7%B1%8D%E5%8B%9E%E5%B7%A5%E6%94%BF%E7%AD%96%E8%88%87%E6%9C%80%E4%BD%8E-%E5%9F%BA%E6%9C%AC-%E5%B7%A5%E8%B3%87%E5%88%B6%E5%BA%A6%E4%B9%8B%E9%97%9C%E9%80%A3%E6%80%A7.pdf
https://www.sea.com.tw/news_detail.php?sn=6646
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the number of Indonesian workers in Taiwan between 2002 and 2004. The ban has only been 

drawn back after the Taiwanese and the Indonesian governments signed a memorandum re-

garding the issues of migrant workers, and Indonesia has become the major sending country 

of migrant workers in Taiwan in 2007.16 Since then, the total number of migrant workers 

entering Taiwan has increased year by year.17 

 

Date Event 

14th June 1995 Nursing institutions accommodating patients with chronic 

diseases were permitted to apply for employing foreign 

nurses 

1st April 1998 Including foreign housemaids and guardians in the Labour 

Standard Act 

1st January 1999 Excluding foreign housemaids and guardians in the Labour 

Standard Act 

6th May 2000 Freezing Filipino workers for the very first time 

6th December 2000 Unfreezing Filipino workers 

1st August 2002 The Council of Labour Affairs (known as the Ministry of La-

bour after 2014) announcing a complete suspension of in-

troducing Indonesian labour into Taiwan 

20th March 2003 Signing the Memorandum of Direct Employment between 

Taiwan and the Philippines, and started to accept applica-

tions for direct employment of MDWs 

20th January 2005 Announcing the temporary Vietnamese domestic worker 

freeze18 

19th December 

2004 

Signing the Memorandum of Direct Employment between 

Taiwan and Indonesia, announcing the unfreeze on Indone-

sian workers 

1st July 2015 Unfreezing Vietnamese domestic nursing workers19 

 
       Table 3. Timeline of introducing migrant workers as domestic workers into Taiwan20 
 

 
16 Daily Notes (2019). Looking at the current situation of migrant workers in Taiwan through data. Available at: 

https://stoi087163.wordpress.com/2019/03/27/taiwan-migrant-worker-data/ 

17 Labour Statistics Inquiry Network, Ministry of Labour (2021). Available at: https://statdb.mol.gov.tw/evta/Jsp-

Proxy.aspx?sys=220&ym=9600&ymt=10800&kind=21&type=1&funid=wq1402&cycle=4&outmode=0&compmode=0&outkind=11&fld-

spc=0,1,8,1,16,1,&rdm=9mIelyyi 

18 Coolloud. (2006). Chronicle of Migrant Workers and Immigrants in Taiwan, Coolloud. Available at: 

https://www.coolloud.org.tw/node/166 

19 Xin-Huai, Pan (2015). Unfreezing Indonesian workers in July after 10 years of suspension. Available at: 

https://www.chinatimes.com/newspapers/20150430000532-260106?chdtv 
20 Coolloud. (2007). Chronicle of Migrant Workers in Taiwan, Coolloud. Available at: https://www.coolloud.org.tw/node/11979 

https://stoi087163.wordpress.com/2019/03/27/taiwan-migrant-worker-data/
https://statdb.mol.gov.tw/evta/JspProxy.aspx?sys=220&ym=9600&ymt=10800&kind=21&type=1&funid=wq1402&cycle=4&outmode=0&compmode=0&outkind=11&fldspc=0,1,8,1,16,1,&rdm=9mIelyyi
https://statdb.mol.gov.tw/evta/JspProxy.aspx?sys=220&ym=9600&ymt=10800&kind=21&type=1&funid=wq1402&cycle=4&outmode=0&compmode=0&outkind=11&fldspc=0,1,8,1,16,1,&rdm=9mIelyyi
https://statdb.mol.gov.tw/evta/JspProxy.aspx?sys=220&ym=9600&ymt=10800&kind=21&type=1&funid=wq1402&cycle=4&outmode=0&compmode=0&outkind=11&fldspc=0,1,8,1,16,1,&rdm=9mIelyyi
https://www.coolloud.org.tw/node/166
https://www.chinatimes.com/newspapers/20150430000532-260106?chdtv
https://www.coolloud.org.tw/node/11979
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2. The Legal Structure and the Unequal  

Protection of Rights 

 

 

2.1 Structural Discrimination 
 

Several factors have resulted in MDWs’ vulnerability in Taiwan. First, unlike migrant factory 

and industrial workers, they are not included in the Labour Standard Act, which left them 

exposed to the risk of labour exploitation. 

 

It is not an exaggeration to say that MDWs in Taiwan are being unfairly treated by the Tai-

wanese legal structure when there is an inadequate policy available to protect their rights. 

These workers are excluded from the Labour Standard Act — the major legal framework 

regulating labour rights in Taiwan. Currently, there are at least 240,000 MDWs who are ex-

posed to risky working conditions. The daily working hours of MDWs are not regulated by law 

and therefore workers tend to work excessive hours, i.e., over eight hours a day. MDWs also 

suffer from much lower pay in comparison to their counterparties in other industries in Tai-

wan, as MDWs are not protected by the minimum wage regulated by the Labour Standards 

Act.21 Second, as these workers are hired by private households, they are often house-

bounded and are often being asked to conduct additional work. Third, the absence of a 

complete, functional, and affordable long-term care plan provided by the government, 

had resulted in the overwhelming need for migrant workers to function as nurses and 

caregivers.22 

 

The Respite Care Service System in Taiwan clearly shows how the rights and well-being of 

MDWs have long been ignored. The Respite Care Service System provides primary household 

caregivers of elderlies or disabled patients with subsidies for temporary care services for 

 
21 TIWA (2021). Workplaces in families should be legally protected. Available at: http://www.tiwa.org.tw/blog/index.php?itemid=120 
22 TIWA (2017). “Hiring a Migrant Worker?” – Migrant Workers Replacing Local Labours in Long-Term Care Sectors. Available at: 

https://www.tiwa.org.tw/%E3%80%8C%E8%AB%8B%E4%B8%80%E5%80%8B%E5%A4%96%E5%8B%9E%E4%BB%94%E3%80%8D%EF%BC%9F%E8%A2%A

B%E5%A4%96%E5%8B%9E%E5%8F%96%E4%BB%A3%E7%9A%84%E5%8F%B0%E7%81%A3%E9%95%B7%E7%85%A7/ 

http://www.tiwa.org.tw/blog/index.php?itemid=120
https://www.tiwa.org.tw/%E3%80%8C%E8%AB%8B%E4%B8%80%E5%80%8B%E5%A4%96%E5%8B%9E%E4%BB%94%E3%80%8D%EF%BC%9F%E8%A2%AB%E5%A4%96%E5%8B%9E%E5%8F%96%E4%BB%A3%E7%9A%84%E5%8F%B0%E7%81%A3%E9%95%B7%E7%85%A7/
https://www.tiwa.org.tw/%E3%80%8C%E8%AB%8B%E4%B8%80%E5%80%8B%E5%A4%96%E5%8B%9E%E4%BB%94%E3%80%8D%EF%BC%9F%E8%A2%AB%E5%A4%96%E5%8B%9E%E5%8F%96%E4%BB%A3%E7%9A%84%E5%8F%B0%E7%81%A3%E9%95%B7%E7%85%A7/
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them to have a short rest period. However, the structure of this system, as well as the fol-

lowing changes, were designed for Taiwanese caregivers, such as family members of the 

care-receivers. The chart below demonstrates the changes in this system over time.  

 

What is the Respite Care?23 

 

Elders and disabled persons with the demand of full-time care and are not taken care of by 

long-term healthcare organisations, are often cared for by foreign workers or family mem-

bers at home. These caregivers work on a long-term basis and may need to offer 24-hour 

care accordingly to the recipients’ demands. The Respite Care Services are designed to allow 

these regular caregivers to take some time off, which provide subsidies for them to apply for 

temporary home care services or institutional nursing services. The frequency of respite care 

service that a family is allowed to apply for depends on the patient’s level of disability ana-

lysed by the Care Management System (CMS).24 

 

MDWs are often the major caregiver of a disabled person or an elderly, but ironically, the 

amending of the regulation of this service was completely Taiwanese-employer-centric. The 

services are provided to employers and Taiwanese caregivers, and MDWs may not even ben-

efit a bit from this regulation.  

 

Law Amending – December 2018 Law Amending – September 2019 

The subsidy would only be provided to 

the employers if the patient is first, at 

the stage of level seven or eight of disa-

bility analysed by the CMS; and secondly, 

being taken care of by another elder 

person who is over seventy years old, or 

if the care-receiver is living alone. 

The system was “extended” to serve 

more families that have hired migrant 

domestic nursing workers. If the care-re-

ceiver had been evaluated as a person 

with level seven or eight of disability an-

alysed by the CMS, the employers will be 

eligible to apply for subsidies when the 

hired worker is taking a short leave, or if 

the worker is missing. 

 
      Table 4. Changes in the regulation of the Respite Care  

 

 
23 Department of Public Health, Taoyuan (2021). Respite Care. Available at: 

https://dph.tycg.gov.tw/care/home.jsp?id=46&parentpath=0,41 
24 Sing Kong Life (2018). How to Apply for the Respite Care Service? Available at: https://care.skl.com.tw/articledetail.aspx?id=95 

https://dph.tycg.gov.tw/care/home.jsp?id=46&parentpath=0,41
https://care.skl.com.tw/articledetail.aspx?id=95
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2.2 Recruitment Fee 
 

Even though it is illegal to charge migrant workers recruitment fees in Taiwan, and the pen-

alty for recruitment agencies that violate this regulation can be serious — a fine that is 20 

times of how much they have overcharged the migrant workers, and the business being sus-

pended of operations for less than a year — many agencies have developed ways to exploit 

MDWs25 by charging fees.  

 

According to Taiwanese law, the recruitment agencies are allowed to charge the migrant 

workers a certain amount of service fee during the three-year employment: up to NTD 1,800 

(USD 65) per month in the first year, NTD 1,700 (USD 62) for the second, and NTD 1,500 (USD 

54) for the third year.26 After the first three-year contract period, if a migrant worker de-

cides to continue working in Taiwan, the recruitment agencies can impose an additional 

recruitment fee that does not exceed a migrant worker’s one-month salary to the employer, 

and a monthly service fee of up to NTD 1,500 (USD 54) can be charged from the migrant 

worker27. However, many workers have been charged extra money in the name of “work-

purchasing fee” and “introducing fee”.28  

 

The work-purchasing fee is often being charged at the end of a worker’s contract period 

when a worker wishes to extend the contract or look for another job to continue working in 

Taiwan. This work-purchasing fee may range from NTD 20,000 (USD 724) to NTD 80,000 (USD 

2,895), enforcing debt burdens on migrant workers29. With the desperate need of obtaining 

a legal permission to work in Taiwan, the workers are often left with no choice but to pay 

the excessive fee. 

 
25 Ministry of Labour (2020). Overcharging recruitment fees – Agencies can be suspended for one year, Workplace Development Agency, 

Ministry of Labour. Available at: 

https://www.wda.gov.tw/News_Content.aspx?n=7F220D7E656BE749&sms=E9F640ECE968A7E1&s=E2B031F796C5A477 

26 Rerum Novarum Centre (2021). Questions Regarding Recruitment Agencies and Recruitment Fees, Rerum Novarum Centre. Available 

at: https://www.new-thing.org/imm 

grate/faq/247#:~:text=3.%20%E6%8C%89%E7%85%A7%E6%B3%95%E8%A6%8F%EF%BC%8C%E5%9C%A8%E5%8F%B0%E7%81%A3,%E6%94%AF%E4%B

B%98%E7%B5%A6%E4%BB%B2%E4%BB%8B%E5%A4%9A%E5%B0%91%E8%B2%BB%E7%94%A8%EF%BC%9F&text=%E7%AC%AC%E4%B8%80%E5%B9%B41

800%E5%85%83,%E8%B2%BB1500%E5%85%83%E6%96%B0%E5%8F%B0%E5%B9%A3%E3%80%82 

27 Central News Agency (2020). Brokers Can Charge Migrant Workers Service Fees with Three Requirements, and Overcharges Can Lead to 

Punishment of a One-Year Business Close down. Available at: https://udn.com/news/story/7241/4872354 

28 Coolloud (2019). Appeal to Abolish Recruitment Agencies and Promote Direct Hiring, Coolloud. Available at: 

https://www.coolloud.org.tw/node/93770 

29 Chia-Xing, Xie (2019). Migrant Workers’ Parade – Calling for Abolishment of the Recruitment Agencies, Radio Taiwan International. 

Available at: https://www.rti.org.tw/news/view/id/2044181 

https://www.wda.gov.tw/News_Content.aspx?n=7F220D7E656BE749&sms=E9F640ECE968A7E1&s=E2B031F796C5A477
https://www.new-thing.org/imm%20grate/faq/247%23:~:text=3.%20%E6%8C%89%E7%85%A7%E6%B3%95%E8%A6%8F%EF%BC%8C%E5%9C%A8%E5%8F%B0%E7%81%A3,%E6%94%AF%E4%BB%98%E7%B5%A6%E4%BB%B2%E4%BB%8B%E5%A4%9A%E5%B0%91%E8%B2%BB%E7%94%A8%EF%BC%9F&text=%E7%AC%AC%E4%B8%80%E5%B9%B41800%E5%85%83,%E8%B2%BB1500%E5%85%83%E6%96%B0%E5%8F%B0%E5%B9%A3%E3%80%82
https://www.new-thing.org/imm%20grate/faq/247%23:~:text=3.%20%E6%8C%89%E7%85%A7%E6%B3%95%E8%A6%8F%EF%BC%8C%E5%9C%A8%E5%8F%B0%E7%81%A3,%E6%94%AF%E4%BB%98%E7%B5%A6%E4%BB%B2%E4%BB%8B%E5%A4%9A%E5%B0%91%E8%B2%BB%E7%94%A8%EF%BC%9F&text=%E7%AC%AC%E4%B8%80%E5%B9%B41800%E5%85%83,%E8%B2%BB1500%E5%85%83%E6%96%B0%E5%8F%B0%E5%B9%A3%E3%80%82
https://www.new-thing.org/imm%20grate/faq/247%23:~:text=3.%20%E6%8C%89%E7%85%A7%E6%B3%95%E8%A6%8F%EF%BC%8C%E5%9C%A8%E5%8F%B0%E7%81%A3,%E6%94%AF%E4%BB%98%E7%B5%A6%E4%BB%B2%E4%BB%8B%E5%A4%9A%E5%B0%91%E8%B2%BB%E7%94%A8%EF%BC%9F&text=%E7%AC%AC%E4%B8%80%E5%B9%B41800%E5%85%83,%E8%B2%BB1500%E5%85%83%E6%96%B0%E5%8F%B0%E5%B9%A3%E3%80%82
https://www.new-thing.org/imm%20grate/faq/247%23:~:text=3.%20%E6%8C%89%E7%85%A7%E6%B3%95%E8%A6%8F%EF%BC%8C%E5%9C%A8%E5%8F%B0%E7%81%A3,%E6%94%AF%E4%BB%98%E7%B5%A6%E4%BB%B2%E4%BB%8B%E5%A4%9A%E5%B0%91%E8%B2%BB%E7%94%A8%EF%BC%9F&text=%E7%AC%AC%E4%B8%80%E5%B9%B41800%E5%85%83,%E8%B2%BB1500%E5%85%83%E6%96%B0%E5%8F%B0%E5%B9%A3%E3%80%82
https://udn.com/news/story/7241/4872354
https://www.coolloud.org.tw/node/93770
https://www.rti.org.tw/news/view/id/2044181
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2.3 The Missing Piece in Labour Protection in Taiwan: Domestic Worker Protection Act 
 

As mentioned above, the rights of MDWs are not being properly protected by laws or policies 

in Taiwan. As regulated in the Classification of All Economic Activities, domestic work falls 

into the category of “Personal Service”, and this category had once been included in the 

Labour Standard Act in 1998.30 Nevertheless, in less than a year, Personal Service was re-

moved from this Act. Without the protection of the Labour Standard Act, the workers may 

be forced to conduct extra work that is not listed in their contract or the job description or 

work excessive hours without getting extra pay, resulting in severe labour rights violations 

towards migrant workers in Taiwan.31 

 

Many labour organisations have been advocating for a Domestic Worker Protection Act since 

200432, with the hope of providing migrant workers with a better working environment in 

Taiwan, and to ensure that they are able to receive protection even without being included 

in the Labour Standard Act. These activists and NGO workers request a clear set of laws 

regulating elements such as working hours, leaves, and contracts between migrant workers 

and their employers.33 Articles in the draft of this Act cover almost every aspect of issues a 

housemaid or migrant nursing worker may encounter in their work, and they are in urgent 

need to improve the working conditions and the well-being of MDWs.  

 

This Act had been submitted to the Executive Yuan in 2011 again and is yet to pass the 

legislation, degrading the level of protection MDWs in Taiwan can receive. Nonetheless, even 

if this law is passed, these workers will still not be treated in accordance with the Labour 

Standard Act, somehow regarding them as second-class workers in Taiwan. Undoubtedly, 

there is room for advancement in the draft of this act.  

 

 
30 Coolloud (2006). Chronicle of Migrant Workers and Immigrants in Taiwan, Coolloud. Available at: 

https://www.coolloud.org.tw/node/166 

31 Jun-Jie, Hsiao (2014). Labour Classroom – A Glimpse of the Draft of the Domestic Worker Protection Law, TaiSugar. Available at: 

https://www.taisugar.com.tw/Monthly/CPN.aspx?ms=1383&p=13384935&s=13384938 

32 Taiwan International Workers’ Association (2014). Proposing Domestic Worker Protection Law – Protect Both Local and Foreign Work-

ers, Taiwan International Workers’ Association. Available at: 

https://www.tiwa.org.tw/%E5%AE%B6%E4%BA%8B%E6%9C%8D%E5%8B%99%E6%B3%95%E6%AD%A3%E5%BC%8F%E6%8F%90%E6%A1%88%EF%BC%

8C%E6%9C%AC%E5%9C%B0%E5%A4%96%E7%B1%8D%E5%AE%B6%E4%BA%8B%E6%9C%8D%E5%8B%99%E6%A5%AD%E5%8B%9E%E5%B7%A5%E9%83%B

D/ 

33 Shih-Ching Liu (2007). A Human Right Case, Newsletter for Research of Applied Ethics, 54. 

https://www.coolloud.org.tw/node/166
https://www.taisugar.com.tw/Monthly/CPN.aspx?ms=1383&p=13384935&s=13384938
https://www.tiwa.org.tw/%E5%AE%B6%E4%BA%8B%E6%9C%8D%E5%8B%99%E6%B3%95%E6%AD%A3%E5%BC%8F%E6%8F%90%E6%A1%88%EF%BC%8C%E6%9C%AC%E5%9C%B0%E5%A4%96%E7%B1%8D%E5%AE%B6%E4%BA%8B%E6%9C%8D%E5%8B%99%E6%A5%AD%E5%8B%9E%E5%B7%A5%E9%83%BD/
https://www.tiwa.org.tw/%E5%AE%B6%E4%BA%8B%E6%9C%8D%E5%8B%99%E6%B3%95%E6%AD%A3%E5%BC%8F%E6%8F%90%E6%A1%88%EF%BC%8C%E6%9C%AC%E5%9C%B0%E5%A4%96%E7%B1%8D%E5%AE%B6%E4%BA%8B%E6%9C%8D%E5%8B%99%E6%A5%AD%E5%8B%9E%E5%B7%A5%E9%83%BD/
https://www.tiwa.org.tw/%E5%AE%B6%E4%BA%8B%E6%9C%8D%E5%8B%99%E6%B3%95%E6%AD%A3%E5%BC%8F%E6%8F%90%E6%A1%88%EF%BC%8C%E6%9C%AC%E5%9C%B0%E5%A4%96%E7%B1%8D%E5%AE%B6%E4%BA%8B%E6%9C%8D%E5%8B%99%E6%A5%AD%E5%8B%9E%E5%B7%A5%E9%83%BD/
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 Domestic Worker Protection Act Labour Standard Act 

Regular 

working 

hours 

An eight-hour consecutive break time must 

be provided to the workers. The draft does 

not indicate how the remaining sixteen 

hours should be distributed between work 

and breaks, which makes it possible for a 

worker to be asked to work for extended 

working hours. 

“The regular working time 

of workers may not exceed 

eight hours a day nor 40 

hours a week.34” 

Minimum 

wage (base 

salary) 

Not regulated. The minimum wage of MDWs 

was negotiated and determined by the 

sending country’s government and the Tai-

wanese government. Take Indonesian do-

mestic workers as an example, their salary 

was set at NTD 17,000 (USD 615) in 2015 

and has remained the same since then. 

“…wages shall not fall be-

low the basic wages35,” 

which is NTD 24,000 (USD 

869) per month in 2021. 

Overtime 

pay 

Not regulated. Since the regular working 

hour is not clearly defined in this regula-

tion, it is difficult to include the issue of 

“overtime” in it. 

The worker shall be paid in 

addition to their regular 

hourly rate accordingly to 

the regulated basis.36 

Leaves A domestic worker shall be given at least 

one day off every seven days. Other special 

requests for taking time off, such as for 

sickness, wedding, and funeral, will follow 

the rule of the Labour Stand Act. 

“A worker shall have two 

regular days off every seven 

days.37” Also, the Regula-

tions of Leave-Taking of 

Workers, which are a set of 

sub-rules of the Labour 

Standard Act, proclaim(s) 

the details of how workers 

can obtain leaves.   

 
Table 5. Differences between the treatment of workers covered in the Domestic Worker Protection Act and 
the Labour Standard Act 

 

 
34 Laws and Regulations Database of The Republic of China (2021). The Labour Standard Act. Article 30. Available at: 

https://law.moj.gov.tw/ENG/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=N0030001 
35 Laws and Regulations Database of The Republic of China (2021). The Labour Standard Act. Article 21. Available at: 

https://law.moj.gov.tw/ENG/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=N0030001 
36 Laws and Regulations Database of The Republic of China (2021). The Labour Standard Act. Article 24. Available at: 

https://law.moj.gov.tw/ENG/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=N0030001 
37 Laws and Regulations Database of The Republic of China (2021). The Labour Standard Act. Article 36. Available at: 

https://law.moj.gov.tw/ENG/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=N0030001 

https://law.moj.gov.tw/ENG/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=N0030001
https://law.moj.gov.tw/ENG/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=N0030001
https://law.moj.gov.tw/ENG/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=N0030001
https://law.moj.gov.tw/ENG/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=N0030001
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Due to the intermittent and indeterminate nature of domestic work, it is extremely difficult 

for the law to cover every particular of a worker’s job.38 Therefore, numerous details re-

garding the work in private households will have to be discussed and drawn up in the contract 

between the worker and the employer, which may place the workers in a difficult position 

as they are often not familiar with Taiwanese law, or do not have the courage to argue with 

the employers to fight for their rights. 

 

 

Picture 2: MDWs are often the major caregiver of a disabled person or an elderly in Taiwan, especially for 

those who demand full-time care  

 

 

 

 

 
38 Jun-Jie, Hsiao (2014). Labour Classroom – A Glimpse of the Draft of the Domestic Worker Protection Law, TaiSugar. Available at: 

https://www.taisugar.com.tw/Monthly/CPN.aspx?ms=1383&p=13384935&s=13384938#:~:text=%EF%BC%88%E8%8D%89%E6%A1%88%E7%AC%

AC9%E6%A2%9D%EF%BC%89,%E5%8B%9E%E5%B7%A5%E5%B7%A5%E4%BD%9C%E9%81%9416%E5%B0%8F%E6%99%82%E3%80%82 

https://www.taisugar.com.tw/Monthly/CPN.aspx?ms=1383&p=13384935&s=13384938%23:~:text=%EF%BC%88%E8%8D%89%E6%A1%88%E7%AC%AC9%E6%A2%9D%EF%BC%89,%E5%8B%9E%E5%B7%A5%E5%B7%A5%E4%BD%9C%E9%81%9416%E5%B0%8F%E6%99%82%E3%80%82
https://www.taisugar.com.tw/Monthly/CPN.aspx?ms=1383&p=13384935&s=13384938%23:~:text=%EF%BC%88%E8%8D%89%E6%A1%88%E7%AC%AC9%E6%A2%9D%EF%BC%89,%E5%8B%9E%E5%B7%A5%E5%B7%A5%E4%BD%9C%E9%81%9416%E5%B0%8F%E6%99%82%E3%80%82
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3. Key Stakeholders 

 

 

3.1 Taiwanese Government 
 
There are a couple of governmental departments that are involved in the employment of 

MDWs in Taiwan, including the Ministry of Labour, the Labour Bureau, and the National Im-

migration Agency.  

 

In the beginning, the Taiwanese government generally held a relatively strict and conserva-

tive attitude towards permitting migrant workers to work in Taiwan. With the high demand 

for cheap workers in several industries in the 1990s, policies were carried out to allow work-

ers from abroad to work in Taiwan. It was clearly stated in the Labour Standard Act, pub-

lished in 1992, that migrant workers are supplementary workers in the country, and should 

not replace the local workers39. However, to stimulate investments and to cope with the 

labour shortage in Taiwan, the government opened more quotas for migrant workers to enter 

Taiwan.40 

 

Looking at the long-term care policies in Taiwan, the regulations are not meeting the demand 

of the public, and the current welfare system is insufficient for many Taiwanese families. 

Without subsidies, these Taiwanese families with dependent members cannot afford to hire 

local helpers to take care of the patients or elders in the family.41 Domestic migrant helpers 

are often much cheaper than local nurses, and these helpers have become a quick fix to not 

only the worker shortage in nursing works but also the flawed social welfare system.42  

 

 
39 Guo-Rong, Lin (2014). Research on the Development of Taiwan’s Foreign Labour Policy in the Next Decade. National Policy Founda-

tion. 17. Available at: https://ws.ndc.gov.tw/Download.ashx?u=LzAwMS9hZG1pbmlzdHJhdG9yLzEwL3JlbGZpbGUvNTY0NC8yNzQzL-

zAwNTk3MDEucGRm&n=5aSW5Yue5pyf5pyr5aCx5ZGKLnBkZg%3D%3D&icon=..pdf 

40 Hui-Lin Wu, Su-Wan Wang (2021). The Trend in Foreign Workers, Economic Linkage and Policy in Taiwan. Journal of Population Stud-

ies, 22, 51. 

41 Ku Yu-ling (2010). The Condition of Freedom：A Case Study of a Homicidal Vietnamese and An Inquiry into The Situation of Migrant 

Domestics in Taiwan, National Chiao Tung University. 49. 

42 Hsiu-lien Chen (2011). The double binding of public and private- The labor condition of migrant domestic workers in Taiwan, Shih Hsin 

University. 1. 

https://ws.ndc.gov.tw/Download.ashx?u=LzAwMS9hZG1pbmlzdHJhdG9yLzEwL3JlbGZpbGUvNTY0NC8yNzQzLzAwNTk3MDEucGRm&n=5aSW5Yue5pyf5pyr5aCx5ZGKLnBkZg%3D%3D&icon=..pdf
https://ws.ndc.gov.tw/Download.ashx?u=LzAwMS9hZG1pbmlzdHJhdG9yLzEwL3JlbGZpbGUvNTY0NC8yNzQzLzAwNTk3MDEucGRm&n=5aSW5Yue5pyf5pyr5aCx5ZGKLnBkZg%3D%3D&icon=..pdf
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The officials have made efforts to improve the migrant workers’ working conditions, as well 

as the system of hiring foreign workers in Taiwan. For instance, the Ministry of Labour has 

established a set of guidelines for the management of foreign workers to protect their basic 

human rights43 and set up the Direct Hiring Service Centre to serve Taiwanese employers 

who are willing to skip the services provided by recruitment agencies and employ workers on 

their own.44 Employers are able to hire domestic caregivers without the intermediary of re-

cruitment agencies starting from 2007. Workers being hired through this system do not have 

to undergo the regular recruitment procedure arranged by the recruitment agencies, which 

allows them to skip the mandatory service fees and recruitment fees, and the risk of being 

exploited by their agencies. 

 

What is Direct Hiring45?  

 

In Taiwan, most migrant workers are recruited and hired through recruitment agencies. The 

Direct Hiring Service was designed to assist Taiwanese employers to hire workers on their 

own and to reduce the financial burden of foreign workers applying for jobs in Taiwan through 

the recruitment agencies’ intermediary. The Direct Hiring system excludes the recruitment 

agencies from the employee selection and application process, and if this system had been 

successfully deployed, it would have been a more humane hiring system. 

 

This employment plan sounds ideal, however, the administrative process of hiring workers 

directly is far more complex to employers, comparing to hiring through recruitment agencies. 

To hire domestic workers through this system, a series of documents are required for each 

stage of the process46:  

 

• Diagnosis Certificate Form for Disease & Disability 

• Declaration of Employer Hiring Foreign Worker through Direct Hiring Service Centre 

• Ministry of Labour Recruitment Permit 

 
43 Ku Yu-ling (2010). The Condition of Freedom: A Case Study of a Homicidal Vietnamese and An Inquiry into The Situation of Migrant 

Domestics in Taiwan, National Chiao Tung University. 50. 
44 DHSC (2021). General Information for Direct Hiring Service, DHSC. Available at: https://dhsc.wda.gov.tw/en/aboutus.html 
45 Ibid.  
46 DHSC (2021). Document Application, DHSC. Available at: https://dhsc.wda.gov.tw/document_1.html 

https://dhsc.wda.gov.tw/en/aboutus.html
https://dhsc.wda.gov.tw/document_1.html
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• Employment Permit Letter 

• Alien Residence Card 

 

Employers will have to apply for or fill in each of these documents at different timing, and 

they may have to wait for more than three months before the entire application process is 

complete. Besides, the employers will still have to look for workers by themselves. There 

are insufficient workers existing in the talent pool of the Direct Hiring Centre, making it 

harder for the employers to find a helper that matches their requirements.47 

 

 

Picture 3: MDWs often have to perform a bulk of daily chores that leaves them with no time to ensure their 

own well-being 

 
3.2 Recruitment Agencies 
 

The recruitment agencies are an important stakeholder in the process of a migrant worker 

being employed in Taiwan, and these agencies are often the main reason for the workers’ 

suffering and labour exploitation in Taiwan. To begin with, there are two types of agencies 

involved in the recruitment process — one is the Taiwanese agencies, and another is the 

 
47 Yi-Jing, Huang and Jun-Lin, Guo (2019). The Chaotic Direct Hiring Centre – Low Proportion of Imported Labour, PTS News Network. 

Available at: https://news.pts.org.tw/article/442637 

https://news.pts.org.tw/article/442637
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agencies of the worker’s sending country. These two kinds of recruitment agencies are dif-

ferent in their operation, function, and the way they charge workers’ money. The table 

below shows the Indonesian agencies as an example in comparison with the Taiwanese agen-

cies. 

 

 Taiwanese Agencies Indonesian Agencies 

How do 

they make 

profit?  

Agencies are allowed to charge 

migrant workers a “service fee” 

monthly to cover the expense of 

the services they provide to these 

workers. The Standards for Fee-

charging Items and Amounts of the 

Private Employment Services Insti-

tution has recently been 

amended, limiting the service fee 

to NTD 1500 (USD 53) per month.48 

The recruitment fee regulated 

by the Indonesian government is 

NTD 35,000 (USD 1,270) per 

worker.49 However, many agen-

cies overcharge this fee, asking 

for NTD 90,000 to 120,000 (USD 

3265 to 4353) from these work-

ers.50 

What  

service do 

they  

provide? 

In general, agencies assist migrant 

workers in applying for a residen-

tial permit, conducting health 

checks, and dealing with all the 

legal documents and governmen-

tal procedures. They also arrange 

accommodation, transportation 

services between the workplace 

and the airport, and translation 

services for migrant workers. 

With their connections and part-

nerships with Taiwanese recruit-

ment agencies, Indonesian re-

cruitment agencies link local 

workers with agencies in Taiwan. 

Test workers/ candidates for 

their skills in becoming qualified 

workers in Taiwan. Agencies also 

corporate with government de-

partments and airlines to smooth 

out the recruitment process, 

which benefits both the Indone-

sian workers and the employers. 

 
     Table 6: Comparison between the Taiwanese and Indonesian recruitment agencies 
 

 
48 Ministry of Labour (2017). Recruitment Agencies are Not Allowed to Charge Recruitment Fees for Renewal or Re-employment Con-

tracts, Workforce Development Agency, Ministry of Labour. Available at: https://www.wda.gov.tw/News_Con-

tent.aspx?n=7F220D7E656BE749&s=3B52D0777D46F4BA#:~:text=%E5%8B%9E%E5%8B%95%E5%8A%9B%E7%99%BC%E5%B1%95%E7%BD%B2%E5%8

5%A8%E7%90%83%E8%B3%87%E8%A8%8A%E7%B6%B2&text=%E5%8B%9E%E5%8B%95%E9%83%A8%E8%BF%91%E6%9C%9F%E4%BF%AE%E6%AD%A3%E

3%80%8C%E7%A7%81%E7%AB%8B,%E6%96%B0%E8%87%BA%E5%B9%A31%2C500%E5%85%83%E3%80%82 
49 Xin-Hua, Zheng (2018). Indonesian and Taiwanese Agencies Overcharging Fees, the Indonesian Workers Calling for Politicising the 

Blacklist, Civilmedia at Taiwan. Available at: https://www.civilmedia.tw/archives/75998 
50 Xin-Hua, Zheng (2018). Indonesian and Taiwanese Agencies Overcharging Fees, the Indonesian Workers Calling for Politicising the 

Blacklist, Civilmedia at Taiwan. Available at: https://www.civilmedia.tw/archives/75998 

https://www.wda.gov.tw/News_Content.aspx?n=7F220D7E656BE749&s=3B52D0777D46F4BA%23:~:text=%E5%8B%9E%E5%8B%95%E5%8A%9B%E7%99%BC%E5%B1%95%E7%BD%B2%E5%85%A8%E7%90%83%E8%B3%87%E8%A8%8A%E7%B6%B2&text=%E5%8B%9E%E5%8B%95%E9%83%A8%E8%BF%91%E6%9C%9F%E4%BF%AE%E6%AD%A3%E3%80%8C%E7%A7%81%E7%AB%8B,%E6%96%B0%E8%87%BA%E5%B9%A31%2C500%E5%85%83%E3%80%82
https://www.wda.gov.tw/News_Content.aspx?n=7F220D7E656BE749&s=3B52D0777D46F4BA%23:~:text=%E5%8B%9E%E5%8B%95%E5%8A%9B%E7%99%BC%E5%B1%95%E7%BD%B2%E5%85%A8%E7%90%83%E8%B3%87%E8%A8%8A%E7%B6%B2&text=%E5%8B%9E%E5%8B%95%E9%83%A8%E8%BF%91%E6%9C%9F%E4%BF%AE%E6%AD%A3%E3%80%8C%E7%A7%81%E7%AB%8B,%E6%96%B0%E8%87%BA%E5%B9%A31%2C500%E5%85%83%E3%80%82
https://www.wda.gov.tw/News_Content.aspx?n=7F220D7E656BE749&s=3B52D0777D46F4BA%23:~:text=%E5%8B%9E%E5%8B%95%E5%8A%9B%E7%99%BC%E5%B1%95%E7%BD%B2%E5%85%A8%E7%90%83%E8%B3%87%E8%A8%8A%E7%B6%B2&text=%E5%8B%9E%E5%8B%95%E9%83%A8%E8%BF%91%E6%9C%9F%E4%BF%AE%E6%AD%A3%E3%80%8C%E7%A7%81%E7%AB%8B,%E6%96%B0%E8%87%BA%E5%B9%A31%2C500%E5%85%83%E3%80%82
https://www.wda.gov.tw/News_Content.aspx?n=7F220D7E656BE749&s=3B52D0777D46F4BA%23:~:text=%E5%8B%9E%E5%8B%95%E5%8A%9B%E7%99%BC%E5%B1%95%E7%BD%B2%E5%85%A8%E7%90%83%E8%B3%87%E8%A8%8A%E7%B6%B2&text=%E5%8B%9E%E5%8B%95%E9%83%A8%E8%BF%91%E6%9C%9F%E4%BF%AE%E6%AD%A3%E3%80%8C%E7%A7%81%E7%AB%8B,%E6%96%B0%E8%87%BA%E5%B9%A31%2C500%E5%85%83%E3%80%82
https://www.civilmedia.tw/archives/75998
https://www.civilmedia.tw/archives/75998
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Recruitment agencies are responsible to manage the migrant workers and assist them if prob-

lems or labour disputes emerge during the period of their employment in Taiwan. However, 

some agencies are prioritising their profits over the rights of these workers. The recruitment 

system set up by these recruitment agencies often lack transparency and further lead to 

exploitation of the migrant workers. The hiring process has also been turned into a business 

practice where an excessive level of benefits is involved, from introducing work to these 

migrant workers and assisting them to settle in new jobs, to illegally and unethically earning 

an unreasonable amount of money from these workers.  

 

According to the Ministry of Labour (MOL), it is illegal for the recruitment agencies to solicit 

“work-purchasing fee51” from the migrant workers who wish to renew their contracts after 

they have finished their initial three-year employment contracts52. Those who demand such 

payments from the migrant workers are fined or get suspended for up to a year. 53 Nonethe-

less, some unscrupulous brokers are still exploiting the migrant workers by collecting pay-

ments that are not approved by the government from them. After the end of a migrant 

worker’s employment contract period, the worker may wish to continue his or her work in 

Taiwan, either staying with the current employer if possible or be transferred to another 

workplace. This transition period makes up a perfect opportunity for recruitment agencies 

to earn extra money. Without paying the work-purchasing fee to their agencies, the migrant 

workers’ cases will not be processed, barricading them from starting a new labour contract 

period. Moreover, without the local language skills and connections, it is nearly impossible 

for migrant workers to look for jobs or contact local employers by themselves.   

 

The work purchasing fee may range from NTD 20,000 to NTD 40,000 for workers who would 

like to continue working for their current employer and extend their contracts, and NTD 

40,000 to 80,000 for those who would like to be transferred to a new employer.54 Instead of 

going through a regular hiring process, migrant workers in Taiwan are conducting an actual 

 
51 Also known as “job-buying fee” or placement fee.  
52 Taipei Times (2019). MOL, Agencies Discuss Migrant Worker Service Fees. Available at: https://www.taipeitimes.com/News/taiwan/ar-

chives/2019/10/05/2003723432 
53 Taipei Times (2020). Ministry Warns Brokers Over “Job-Buying Fees”. Available at: https://www.taipeitimes.com/News/taiwan/ar-

chives/2020/04/07/2003734140 
54 Legislation Yuan (2021). Analysis on the Exploitation of Foreign Workers in Taiwan, Legislation Yuan, Taiwan. Available at: 

https://www.ly.gov.tw/Pages/Detail.aspx?nodeid=5249&pid=179520 

https://www.taipeitimes.com/News/taiwan/archives/2019/10/05/2003723432
https://www.taipeitimes.com/News/taiwan/archives/2019/10/05/2003723432
https://www.taipeitimes.com/News/taiwan/archives/2020/04/07/2003734140
https://www.taipeitimes.com/News/taiwan/archives/2020/04/07/2003734140
https://www.ly.gov.tw/Pages/Detail.aspx?nodeid=5249&pid=179520
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“purchase” to secure a job, and since their working opportunities are controlled by the re-

cruitment agencies, they often have no say in what they are “purchasing”.  

 

In Taiwan, each employer would be given a specific quota of workers, and it is illegal to hire 

domestic helpers or nurses without governmental permission. Most employers would choose 

to hire workers through recruitment agencies for their convenience, and for these agencies, 

it is important to get “orders” from employers to make profits. To receive more “orders” 

from the employers, the recruitment agencies would make it as convenient and cost-effec-

tive for the employers, such as completing the documentation process for the employers or 

take over the responsibility of managing the migrant workers, to attract them to cooperate 

with them. These costs would often be passed on to the migrant workers, forcing them to 

endure massive debts even before they have started working in Taiwan.  

 

 

3.3 Taiwanese Employers 
 
In most cases, the employers of MDWs are not the care-receivers or patients themselves, 

instead, their family members are often the direct employer of domestic helpers. To become 

eligible to hire a migrant worker, a person must meet a certain set of qualifications.  

 

First, a person applying for hiring a worker must have one of the relationships with the care-

receiver: the spouse, a director or third-degree collateral blood relative, a stepfamily rela-

tionship, or a grand relationship. Second, the patient must comply with one of the serious 

conditions of physical and mental disorders, such as imbalance function, dementia, autism, 

mental illness, etc. Families with elders that are unable to take care of themselves are also 

allowed to hire migrant helpers after the cases are assessed by hospitals designated by the 

Ministry of Health and Welfare.55 Cities and counties with a higher population often are in 

higher demand for domestic nurses.  

 

As of May 2020, about one third, which is about 86,000 in total, of the social welfare workers 

(which include domestic nurses, and nurses working in institutions) are working in Taipei City 

 
55 DHSC (2021). Family Nursing Job, DHSC. Available at: https://dhsc.wda.gov.tw/en/qualify_1.html 

https://dhsc.wda.gov.tw/en/qualify_1.html
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and New Taipei City, which are two of the cities with the highest population in Taiwan. Other 

larger cities in Taiwan, such as Taichung, Kaohsiung, and Taoyuan, are also hosting more 

than 20,000 social welfare workers, respectively.56 

 

 

3.4 Taiwanese Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) 
 

Several humanitarian organisations have been involved in the advocacy of the protection of 

migrant workers’ rights in Taiwan. Taiwan International Workers’ Association (TIWA), Legal 

Aid Foundation (LAF), and Serve the People Association are examples of these organisations. 

 

Established in 1999, TIWA aims at improving the working conditions, rights and benefits, and 

the social environment for migrant workers in Taiwan.57 As frontline workers, they provide 

case services to migrant workers, including helping workers deal with labour disputes for the 

reasons of being forced to work overtime or do extra work, sexual exploitation, occupational 

injury, and so on. Arranging temporary shelters for these workers is also part of their work.58 

In regard to policy advocacy, TIWA has organised an alliance linking local or international 

NGOs in Taiwan in 2002, supporting the passing of the Domestic Worker Protection Act.59  

 

The Legal Aid Foundation (LAF) in Taiwan provides legal advice and legal aid to people who 

are having financial difficulties60 and are residing “legally within the border of the Republic 

of China61”, which means the migrant workers in Taiwan are included in the range of their 

services. LAF has established the “Legal Aid Interpretation Database”, and there are 96 

trained interpreters specialising in seven Southeast Asian languages in this database, assisting 

 
56 Ministry of Labour (2021). Labour Statistics Inquiry Network, Ministry of Labour. Available at: https://statdb.mol.gov.tw/evta/Jsp-

Proxy.aspx?sys=220&ym=10905&ymt=10907&kind=21&type=1&funid=wq14131&cycle=41&outmode=0&compmode=0&outkind=3&fld-

spc=0,1,2,14,&codspc0=0,24,&rdm=6arUoBhV 
57 Introduction of TIWA, Taiwan International Workers’ Association 

https://www.tiwa.org.tw/%e7%b5%84%e7%b9%94%e4%bb%8b%e7%b4%b9/tiwa%e7%b0%a1%e4%bb%8b/ 
58 TIWA (2020). Case Service, Taiwan International Workers’ Association. Available at: 

https://www.tiwa.org.tw/tiwa%E5%B7%A5%E4%BD%9C/%E7%A7%BB%E5%B7%A5%E5%80%8B%E6%A1%88%E6%9C%8D%E5%8B%99/ 
59 See Section 3.5 
60 Legal Aid Foundation (2020). Our Service. Legal Aid Foundation. Available at: https://www.laf.org.tw/en/index.php?action=ser-

vice&Sn=2 
61 Laws and Regulations Database of The Republic of China (2021). Legal Aid Act Article 14, No. 1. Available at: 

https://law.moj.gov.tw/ENG/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=A0030157 

https://statdb.mol.gov.tw/evta/JspProxy.aspx?sys=220&ym=10905&ymt=10907&kind=21&type=1&funid=wq14131&cycle=41&outmode=0&compmode=0&outkind=3&fldspc=0,1,2,14,&codspc0=0,24,&rdm=6arUoBhV
https://statdb.mol.gov.tw/evta/JspProxy.aspx?sys=220&ym=10905&ymt=10907&kind=21&type=1&funid=wq14131&cycle=41&outmode=0&compmode=0&outkind=3&fldspc=0,1,2,14,&codspc0=0,24,&rdm=6arUoBhV
https://statdb.mol.gov.tw/evta/JspProxy.aspx?sys=220&ym=10905&ymt=10907&kind=21&type=1&funid=wq14131&cycle=41&outmode=0&compmode=0&outkind=3&fldspc=0,1,2,14,&codspc0=0,24,&rdm=6arUoBhV
https://www.tiwa.org.tw/tiwa%E5%B7%A5%E4%BD%9C/%E7%A7%BB%E5%B7%A5%E5%80%8B%E6%A1%88%E6%9C%8D%E5%8B%99/
https://www.laf.org.tw/en/index.php?action=service&Sn=2
https://www.laf.org.tw/en/index.php?action=service&Sn=2
https://law.moj.gov.tw/ENG/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=A0030157
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lawyers to handle and examine migrant workers’ cases more efficiently.62 Migrant workers in 

Taiwan are able to receive professional legal consultations, assistance in mediation and rec-

onciliation of their cases, and aid in composing legal documents through LAF. 

 

On 7th February 2003, Liu Xia, a well-known Taiwanese writer, was attacked by her Indone-

sian caregiver, which led to her death the day after the attack.63 The caregiver, who was 

working as an MDW in Taiwan, was responsible to undertake all the caring tasks; she broke 

down due to the stress and excessive working hours, which then led to this tragedy. The 

predicaments MDWs face in Taiwan were exposed by this incident, raising the public’s aware-

ness towards basic human rights and the well-being of domestic helpers. Together with sev-

eral humanitarian organisations, TIWA established the Promoting Alliance for Household Ser-

vice Act (PAHSA) and submitted the draft of the Domestic Worker Protection after a series 

of discussions with these organisations in 2004.64  

 

In 2007, this alliance has changed its name to Migrants Empowerment Network (MENT), and 

the issues they advocate for have extended to almost everything relevant to migrant workers 

in Taiwan. Current members include Migrant Workers’ Concern Desk (MWCD), Caritas, Sca-

labrini International Migration Network — Taiwan, Hope Workers’ Centre (HWC), Grants and 

Immigrants Service Center (HMISC), Stella Maris International Service Center, The Presbyter-

ian Church in Taiwan Labour Concern Center (LCC), and Vietnamese Migrant Workers and 

Immigrants Office (VMWIO).65 

 

 

 

 
62 Legal Aid Foundation (2020). Legal Aid Foundation. Available at: 

https://www.laf.org.tw/ifla2018/upload/2018/10/%E8%AD%B0%E9%A1%8C%E8%A8%8E%E8%AB%96%204B-

1_%E5%8F%B0%E7%81%A3_%E6%9C%B1%E8%8A%B3%E5%90%9B_%E5%85%A8.pdf 
63 Lennon Ying-Dah Wong (2003). How Did the Tragedy Happen?, Coolloud. Available at: 

https://www.coolloud.org.tw/node/60787 
64 TIWA (2020). Case Service, Taiwan International Workers’ Association. Available at: 

https://www.tiwa.org.tw/%e6%88%91%e5%80%91%e7%9a%84%e5%b7%a5%e4%bd%9c/ 
65 TIWA (2020). Migrants Empowerment Network in Taiwan, Taiwan International Workers’ Association. Available at: 

https://www.tiwa.org.tw/tag/ment/ 

https://www.laf.org.tw/ifla2018/upload/2018/10/%E8%AD%B0%E9%A1%8C%E8%A8%8E%E8%AB%96%204B-1_%E5%8F%B0%E7%81%A3_%E6%9C%B1%E8%8A%B3%E5%90%9B_%E5%85%A8.pdf
https://www.laf.org.tw/ifla2018/upload/2018/10/%E8%AD%B0%E9%A1%8C%E8%A8%8E%E8%AB%96%204B-1_%E5%8F%B0%E7%81%A3_%E6%9C%B1%E8%8A%B3%E5%90%9B_%E5%85%A8.pdf
https://www.coolloud.org.tw/node/60787
https://www.tiwa.org.tw/%e6%88%91%e5%80%91%e7%9a%84%e5%b7%a5%e4%bd%9c/
https://www.tiwa.org.tw/tag/ment/
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4. Current Initiatives 

 

Apart from NGOs and institutions that have long been working on the advocacy of domestic 

workers’ rights, some latest initiatives are also contributing to a better working and social 

environment for MDWs in Taiwan.  

 

4.1 NGOs’ Initiatives 
 
As migrants have become essential in Taiwan’s labour market and have greatly contributed 

to the economic growth in the country, the public has been gradually more aware of the 

rights and well-being of the migrant population. The following is a list of NGOs’ initiatives 

towards the migrant workers, aiming at improving their quality of life and working conditions 

in Taiwan. 

Key NGO Year Initiative 

One-Forty 2015 One-Forty School — providing migrant workers in-house and 

online courses on foreign languages, business, self-develop-

ment, and communication66 

Taiwan Interna-

tional Worker’s 

Association 

2017 TV Migran Migren — an Indonesian platform sharing infor-

mation and discussion on labour law revision in Taiwan67 

Global Workers’ 

Organisation, Tai-

wan 

2017 Global Worker’s Up-Skill Centre — providing migrant workers 

training on baking, online marketing, hairdressing, and man-

darin tour guiding68 

Garden of Hope 

Foundation 

2019 “Migrant Domestic Workers’ Working Condition Investiga-

tion” — collecting voices of migrant housemaids in Taiwan69 

Migrants’ Legal 

and Community 

Health Platform  

2020 Providing legal advice, medical advice, and mental health 

counselling services to migrants from Southeast Asian Coun-

tries70 

 
 Table 7: Example of NGOs’ initiatives 

 
66 One-Forty (2020). What We Do, One-Forty. Available at: https://one-forty.org/what-we-do/ 
67 TV Migran Migren (2021), Taiwan International Workers’ Association. Available at: 

https://www.tiwa.org.tw/tv-migran-migren-%e7%a7%bb%e5%b7%a5%e5%81%8f%e9%a0%ad%e7%97%9b%e6%96%b0%e8%81%9e%e5%8f%b0/ 
68 Global Worker’s Up-Skill Centre (2020), Global Workers’ Organisation, Taiwan. Available at: https://gwo.tw/gwousc/ 
69 Mengo Manpower Group (2019). The Garden of Hope Foundation Released a Survey Reporting Domestic Migrant Workers’ Situation in 

Taiwan, Mengo Manpower Group. Available at: http://www.mengo.com.tw/news_detail.php?mengo=377 
70 Migrants’ Legal and Community Health Platform (2020). About Us. Available at: https://yimin.wp.tulane.edu/ 

https://one-forty.org/what-we-do/
https://www.tiwa.org.tw/tv-migran-migren-%e7%a7%bb%e5%b7%a5%e5%81%8f%e9%a0%ad%e7%97%9b%e6%96%b0%e8%81%9e%e5%8f%b0/
https://gwo.tw/gwousc/
http://www.mengo.com.tw/news_detail.php?mengo=377
https://yimin.wp.tulane.edu/
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4.2 Taiwanese Government’s Initiatives 
 
1955 hotline is a free and all-year-round service for migrant workers provided by the Ministry 

of Labour. With sufficient language skills, hotline officers can provide workers with infor-

mation regarding a worker’s daily life issues and labour rights.71 The hotline enables migrant 

workers in Taiwan to access immediate help whenever he or she encounters problems and is 

unable to solve it by him/herself or obtain assistance for his/her employer and recruitment 

agencies.  

 

The Taipei City Foreign and Disabled Labour office held four workshops on the publication of 

the “Labour Law Easy-to-Read Handbook” starting from May 2019.72 This handbook aims at 

explaining complex labour laws and policies to migrant workers by pictures and their mother 

tongues, to educated migrant workers about their rights, and to empower them to protect 

themselves.73 

 

Governmental departments have also cooperated with NGOs to improve the working condi-

tion and hiring process of MDWs. One of the approaches is to promote ethical employment 

by allowing foreign workers to be recruited by NGOs. There are about 1,610 recruitment 

agencies that are engaged in multinational manpower employment in Taiwan.74 To enable 

NGOs to join the recruitment market, and provide more humane service to migrant workers, 

Regulations for Permission and Supervision of NGOs as Employment Services Institution was 

established in 2004.75 Direct hiring (which has been mentioned above) is a similar approach, 

encouraging employers and migrant workers to be connected through government depart-

ments or NGOs, to prevent workers from being exploited by vile recruitment agencies.76   

 
71 Minister of Labour (2021). The function of 1955 Hotline provided by the Ministry of Labour is to assists Migrant Workers in Seamless 

Communication, Workforce Development Agency, Minister of Labour. Available at: 

https://www.wda.gov.tw/en/News_Content.aspx?n=8E8FA34452E8DBC2&s=4B08E109578D2D32#:~:text=The%20Workforce%20Develop-

ment%20Agency%20stated,and%20ask%20for%20interpretation%20service. 
72 Yao-Ting, Lai (2019). Labour Law Easy-to-Read Handbook Workshop, United News Group. Available at: 

https://www.unitednewsgroup.com/?p=10069 
73 Yao-Ting, Lai (2019). Labour Law Easy-to-Read Handbook Workshop, United News Group. Available at: 

https://www.unitednewsgroup.com/?p=10069 
74 Ministry of Labour (2021). Labour Statistics Inquiry Network. Available at: https://statdb.mol.gov.tw/html/mon/m50020.pdf 
75 Li Tung International (2019). Multiple Channels for Introducing Workers into Taiwan, Migrant Workers’ Organisation Calling for Abolish-

ing Recruitment Agencies. Available at: http://www.litung.com.tw/news.php?act=view&id=670 
76 Ministry of Labour (2021). Enhance the Direct Hiring Measures, Protect Migrant Workers Rights in Taiwan, Ministry of Labour. Available 

at: https://www.mol.gov.tw/announcement/2099/32152/ 

https://www.wda.gov.tw/en/News_Content.aspx?n=8E8FA34452E8DBC2&s=4B08E109578D2D32%23:~:text=The%20Workforce%20Development%20Agency%20stated,and%20ask%20for%20interpretation%20service.
https://www.wda.gov.tw/en/News_Content.aspx?n=8E8FA34452E8DBC2&s=4B08E109578D2D32%23:~:text=The%20Workforce%20Development%20Agency%20stated,and%20ask%20for%20interpretation%20service.
https://www.unitednewsgroup.com/?p=10069
https://www.unitednewsgroup.com/?p=10069
https://statdb.mol.gov.tw/html/mon/m50020.pdf
http://www.litung.com.tw/news.php?act=view&id=670
https://www.mol.gov.tw/announcement/2099/32152/
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Another approach is the Caring Service for high-risk migrant workers, in partnership with 

Rerum Novarum Centre, Garden of Hope Foundation, and Taoyuan City Dandelion Immigrant 

Service Association. Many reported labour disputes were caused by inconsistency in labour 

regulations between the workers and the employers. This service aims at providing workers 

immediate assistance on legal advice through phone calls, and to create a friendly workplace 

in Taiwan. 

 

 

 

Picture 4: Any form of labour exploitation denotes to a violation of the human rights of the workers 
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5. Conclusion 

 

This report sets out the big picture of the condition of MDWs in Taiwan by looking at the 

most relevant laws and policies, stakeholders, and initiatives that have shaped their lives in 

this country. Three decades have passed since the first blue-collar migrant worker had been 

officially introduced into Taiwan, but so far, it has failed to provide these workers with a 

just, safe, and friendly working environment. The author would like to suggest that the 

changes should be made by the collaboration of the following three parties: the government, 

the recruitment agencies, and the Taiwanese public. First, the government should urge its 

legislative branch to swiftly pass the Domestic Worker Protection Act and engage other re-

lated official agencies to ensure the rights of MDWs. Second, the recruitment agencies must 

carry out recruitment with more ethical practices, and strictly follow the Employment Ser-

vice Act to avoid any labour exploitation towards these MDWs. Third, as MDWs are dependent 

on their employers, Taiwanese employers should commit to providing better living and work-

ing conditions to their workers, namely, reasonable working hours, overtime payment that 

is following the law, and exploitation- and violence-free workplace. 
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All images are free and are taken from Pexels and Unsplash (stock free photos), unless stated oth-

erwise.  
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